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Delisting of eagles could be unlawful
Scientific data on Ariz. birds ignored by federal agency
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U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service biologists were ordered to come up with data to support removing Arizona's bald eagles from
endangered status even though biological data did not support the move, documents obtained under the Freedom of Information Act
show. 

By law, Endangered Species Act decisions must be based on scientific data. But notes from Fish and Wildlife biologists say they
were told the outcome had been predetermined even though "field recommendations likely won't match end result." 

The notes were contained in thousands of pages of records obtained by the Center for Biological Diversity.The environmental group
opposed the inclusion of Arizona eagles in the nationwide delisting of the bald eagle, expected by June 29, the deadline a Minnesota
court has given Fish and Wildlife to make a decision. 

Last August, agency officials denied special protection for Arizona's eagles, two years after conservation groups filed a petition
asking Fish and Wildlife to protect Southwestern desert nesting bald eagles as a "distinct population segment" under the Endangered
Species Act. 

Conservationists argue that Arizona eagles have developed distinct characteristics living in the harsh desert environment and require
continued protection because of threats to their habitat. 

The center sued in January to force the agency to reconsider. A decision is pending. 

According to notes from a conference call on April 4, 2006, Fish and Wildlife Southwest Regional Director Benjamin Tuggle opposed
the distinct population segment, or DPS, designation. His assessment apparently was communicated to staff biologists while they
were evaluating the conservation groups' petition. 

"Benjamin and Steven (Spangle, Arizona field supervisor) don't agree with DPS," the notes state. They go on to say that Arizona
deputy field supervisor Debra Bills then "asked what they would like." 

Tuggle declined to comment, but a spokeswoman said he took issue with the claim that the decision was predetermined. 

"There was a good bit of disagreement among the staff with valid arguments on both sides, but he made the decision," said Elizabeth
Slown of the regional office. "He looked at the science, but it's also a policy decision because scientists can disagree." 

However, notes from a July 18 agency conference call show that Chris Nolin, a Washington Fish and Wildlife administrator, said that
the distinct population segment designation was "largely a policy call" and that Tuggle and another agency administrator "have
reached policy call and we need to support." 

According to the notes of the July 18 meeting, Sarah Quamme of the regional office in Albuquerque said that "field recommendations
likely won't match end result." She also said that it was "not a reach to get to substantial finding." 

Contacted Wednesday for an explanation of those comments, Quamme said she needed to get clearance from agency
administrators and did not call back. Subsequent attempts to reach her were unsuccessful.

The conservation group sent the documents to the U.S. Attorney's Office in Phoenix, which will forward them to an investigative
agency to determine whether laws have been broken, said Ann Harwood, first assistant U.S. attorney for Arizona.

Dr. Robin Silver, board chairman of the Center for Biological Diversity, believes the biological science is unequivocal. "It's clear it
supports protection for the desert nesting bald eagle," he said. "Now, we can see why the Arizona bald eagle has been denied
protection. It's not fair. It's illegal." 

The disclosures illustrate a growing divide between the government and Arizona conservation groups over the Southwestern eagles,
as federal authorities press ahead with plans first proposed in 1999 to delist bald eagles nationally. 

An estimated 10,000 breeding pairs exist in the contiguous 48 states, a dramatic increase from about 400 in the 1960s after eagles



were nearly decimated by widespread use of pesticides. Arizona bald eagles since then have rebounded from a handful to 43
breeding pairs with about 50 nests but remain a fragile population, according to Fish and Wildlife authorities and other experts.

To win the special protection requested by the Arizona conservationists, the eagles must be proved to be both biologically distinct
from other eagles and a "significant" group within the national eagle population. 

Fish and Wildlife's decision on the designation concluded that the Arizona eagles are distinct but not significant. 

Conservationists argue that adaptations the eagles have made to the desert climate and topography, such as an earlier breeding
cycle, thicker eggshells and smaller size, make them a significant population. 

A national panel of top eagle biologists, invited by Fish and Wildlife to comment on the proposed delisting, advised against delisting
Arizona eagles, citing their uniqueness and the existence of significant threats to their future from development, drought and
diminishing river habitats. 
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